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the userr-interested activvities, Zheng et aal. [8] recommennd the travel
sequencces from GPS trrajectory database. Though Araase et al. [1]
mine traavelers’ frequentt trip patterns frrom geo-tagged pphotos, they
provide no spatio-tempporal user querrying. To the bbest of our
knowleddge, we are the first to tackle tthe recommendaation of frequent triip routes with tim
me constraints uusing check-in daata.

AB
BSTRACT
Wiith location-based services, such as Foursquaare and Gowallaa,
useers can easily perform check-in
n actions anywh
here and anytimee.
Suuch check-in datta not only enab
bles personal geospatial journey
ys
buut also serves as a fine-grained source for trip planning. In thiis
woork, we aim to collectively
c
recommend trip routtes by leveragin
ng
a llarge-scaled checck-in data throu
ugh mining the moving
m
behaviorrs
of users. A novel recommendation
r
n system, TripReec, is proposed to
t
allow users to pecify starting/end and must-go loccations. It furtheer
proovides the flexib
bility to satisfy certain time co
onstraint (i.e., th
he
exppected duration of the trip). By considering a seequence of check
kin points as a rou
ute, we mine thee frequent sequences with som
me
m to achieve th
he goal. Our TrripRec targets at
a
rannking mechanism
traavelers who are unfamiliar to the
t objective arrea/city and hav
ve
tim
me constraints in
n the trip.
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Figgure 1. System Ovverview.
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We colllect a large-scaleed check-in dataa from Gowalla, which contains 6,4442,890 check-inns and 950,327 friendships from
m Feb. 2009
to Oct. 22010. We give thhe system overvview of TripRec in Figure 1.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION

Preproccessing. For eacch user, we trannsform its checkk-in records
into seqquences of locatiions. We also associate a time sppan between
two connsecutive locations by averagingg the time spent bbetween two
check-inn places for all ppeople. A route ddatabase is then built.

Loocation-based serrvices (LBS), su
uch as Foursquarre1 and Gowalla2,
allow the constru
uction of person
nal geospatial journeys
j
throug
gh
hones, users can
n easily perform
m
cheeck-in actions. With smart ph
cheeck-in actions th
hat transmit the geographical infformation of currrennt location and timestamp to certain location
n-based servicess.
Leeveraging the cheeck-in records of
o users, this pap
per aims to devellop an intelligent system, TripRecc, to recommen
nd trip routes fo
or
traavelers or backpaackers who are unfamiliar
u
with some given areaa.
Whhile most of thee existing trip planning
p
system
ms [3][6] consideer
eitther the shortest geodesic distan
nce or the shorteest time period to
t
reccommend routess, we recommen
nd the frequent check-in
c
sequencces as trip routes deerived from collective travel tracks of past userss.
Wee also allow ussers to specify the expected tim
me they want to
t
speend for the trip.

Frequen
nt Subsequencce Mining. Thee goal is to miine frequent
subsequuence from the rroute database. F
For a query containing some
locationns with a time constraint, we ffirst retrieve thee sequences
with queery locations. Thhen we devise a frequent subseqquence mining metthod to find thee frequent routess of locations. W
We measure
the imp ortance of a subbsequence by caalculating its suppport value,
which iss the number off sequence contaaining such subsequence. A
subsequuence P is frequuent if its suppoort is not less thhan minsup,
where m
minsup is a userr-specified miniimum support thhreshold. In
our systtem, we prefer too set minsup= 1% to ensure thaat the system
containss enough routes.

Thhe central idea iss to represent a route as a sequ
uence of check-iin
points and to min
ne the top-k tim
me-based frequent subsequencess.
Given (a) user ch
heck-in records,, (b) the startin
ng and/or endin
ng
loccation points, an
nd (c) the time constraint
c
of thiss trip, our goal is
i
to recommend a raanked list of k frrequent routes saatisfying the queery requirements.

We adoopt similar conccepts from [5] to mine the freqquent subsequence. The mining prrocess is recursively performed in a depthfirst seaarch manner unntil no more freqquent subsequennces can be
found.
The ideaa of closed patteern mining was iintroduced by Paasquier et al.
[4], to iimprove the effficiency for largge-scaled data. A close frequent suubsequence is a sequence withh no super-sequeences of the
same fre
requency in the database. A delliberate closed ssubsequence
discoverry can eliminatte frequent but redundant subseequences so
that the efficiency is booost and the meemory usage is rreduced. We
proposeed three pruningg strategies to acchieve such goaal. The first
strategyy is same projeected database removal. If P1 is a supersequencce of P2 and booth share the saame projected ddatabase, P2
needs nnot to be grown because the subbsequence generrate from P2
will not be closed. The second strategy is forward checkking scheme.

M
of the exiisting works disscover trip routees
Reelated Works. Most
usiing the GPS trajectory records [2
2][7]. Yuan et al. [7] infer fastesst
rouutes from historrical trajectories on the road neetwork. Based on
o
1
2

hhttps://foursquaree.com/
hhttp://gowalla.com/
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We aim to provide a real-time recommendation based on the user
query. We conduct experiments to show the response time (in seconds) using some manually-compiled queries. We randomly select one hundred attractions in New York City and combine them
to form new queries. The Figure 4 presents the average run time by
varying the minsup from 1% to 20%. We can find that as the minsup gets smaller, the response time of our system increases slowly.
Even with low minsup, our system still works efficiently, especially when using pruning strategies. Such results indicate TripRec can
provide efficient real-time recommendations.

A pattern P is not closed if there is a frequent subsequence e in P’s
projected database, whose support is equal to P’s support. The
third strategy is backward checking scheme. A subsequence P
needs not to be grown if there is a frequent location e before P,
whose support is equal to P’s support. Thus, every pattern generated from P is contained by the subsequence generated from concatenating P and e and both subsequences have the same support. By
applying the three strategies, the closed frequent subsequences can
be efficiently mined.
Since we aim to recommend the routes based on the query starting/end locations, the mined subsequences can be further pruned
accordingly. Besides, a subsequence is ruled out if its total traveling time exceeds the time constraint specified by the traveler.
Route Merge. Since the number of desired locations could be
larger than the length of mined routes, we might need to merge the
two or more separate subsequences to obtain routes satisfying query requirements. We merge two routes if they share at least one
location. Taking Figure 2 as an example, assume two frequent
subsequences, PA: <LA1, LA2, LA3, LA4> and PB: <LB1, LB2, LB3, LB4,
LB5, LB6 >, are mined, and LA2= LB3. If the location LA1 is the starting location, and the LB6 is the destination, we merge PA and PB to
generate a new route PC: <LA1, LA2, LB4, LB5, LB6>. We average the
support values of original routes to be the support of the merged
route.
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Figure 4. Time efficiency in seconds for our TripRec.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we demo a system that recommends trip to users
based on check-in data. Different from the GPA-data driven recommendation, the check-in data provides a discrete time sequence
of objects that allow us to provide more accurate recommendations. TripRec has several potential usage scenario such as recommending one-day trip starting from a hotel for the first-time traveler; or recommending a series of landmarks that visited by the
friends to a user.

Figure 2. An example of merging subsequences.

Route Scoring. To obtain a ranked list of top k routes, we provide
three ranking criteria. The first utilizes the support value, which
determines the popularity of mined subsequences. The second
criterion utilizes the time constraint. We rank routes based on the
whether its total spending time is close to the expected travel time
given by the user. The third is the social effect. Users may prefer
those mined subsequences that had ever visited by their friends.
Therefore, for a mined route, if the sum of visiting times for its
locations is larger, it will be assigned a higher rank. These ranking
criteria can further be combined to have better quality of routes.
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3. TRIPREC SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENT
The system interface of TripRec is shown in Figure 3. Travelers
are allowed to input some desired locations or use the popular
attractions the system suggest. They can also enter the expected
travel time duration. The recommended top-k trip routes are shown
in the right panel. If the traveler has Gowalla ID, the system can
use his own social circle for recommendation. Furthermore, TripRec also recommends the transportation mode between locations,
which is developed using Google Map API.

Figure 3. The system interface of TripRec.
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